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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a theory of verbal understanding based on

a formal model of conceptual structures that represent verbal meanings

expressed in English sentences. Verbal understanding is defined as the

capability for disambiguation, paraphrase, question answering, translation,

etc., with regard to natural language sentences. The model has been imple-

mented as Protosynthex III in LISP on the Q-32 time-shared system. Experi-

mental results from the system include examples of the analysis of complex

sentences, disambiguation of multisensed words via sentence contexn, question

answering via logical inference, and meaning-preserving paraphrase generation.

The authors conclude that sophisticated natural language processing by

computers is a realistic goal that has been partly achieved. The rate of

progress toward complete achievement is seen to be proportional to the

amount of developmental support available.
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A Computational Model of Verbal Understanding

Robert 2. Simmons
John F. Burger
Robert M. Schwarcz

I. Introduction and Background

The long-term goal for computational lingui-ics is to increase our

understanding of linguistic and conceptual structures and to formally describe

them so that computers can deal effectively with natural languages in such

applications as question answering, stylistic and content analysis, essay

writing, automated translation, etc. The eventual realization of this goal

requires not only a satisfactory model of linguistic structures, but also

models for verbal understanding and verbal meaning. In this paper we outline

a theory and a model of verbal understanding and describe Protosynthex III,

an experimental implementation of the model in the form of a general-purpose

language processing system. The effectiveness of the model in representing

the process of verbal understanding is demonstrated in terms of Protosynthex

III's capability to disambiguate English sentences, to answer a range of

English questions and to derive and generate meaning-preserving paraphrases.

Background: Computational linguistics is fortunately a field. in which

there is no dearth of state-of-the-art surveys. Over the last three years,

Bobrow, Fraser and Quilliar. [1967j, Kuno L.1966j and Simmons '1966, have

independently reviewed recent relevant literature in structural linýnuistics,

semantics, psycholinguistics and computer lanruawe proce'siui-. A critAsn
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survey is even now in press by Salton [1968] to cover most recent trends. A

survey of question-ansvering systems by Simmons [1965] describes the earlier

developments in that area.

Several very recent lines of reaearch by Quillian [1965, 1966], Colby

E1966, 19673, Bohnert [19667, Abelson [1965], Green and Raphael [1967] and

Simmons, et al. [1966, 1967, 1968] have introduced ideas of deep logical

and/or conceptual structures to represent understanding of phrases and

sentences from natural language. Theoretical papers by Katz [1967],

Woods ý1966] and Schwarcz [1967] and experimental work by Kellogg [1967a, bj

have advanced our understanding of how to accomplish various forms of semantic

analysis. Recent papers by Kay [1966, 1967] have been of great value in expli-

cating an,' generalizing computational methods for syntactic analysis with

particular reference to various forms of transformations.

These surveys and recent lines of research lead to the conclusions that

the field of computational linguistics is a very active one, developing

computational techniques at a rate that keeps pace with the advances in

structural linguistic theory. Unfortunately, excepting for the Abelson and

Colby models and cognitively oriented works by Miller et al. [1960j,

Deere L19673 aid Reitman E19 6 53, there appears still to be a significant lack

of psychological theory of verbal understanding to guide computational

exper ire!tation.

m I _
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II. A Representation of Deep Conceptual Structure

Such operations as semantic analysis, question answering, paraphrase

and mechanical translation each require the explication or transformation

of concepts that are signaled or communicated by sentences in natural

language. The concepts being communicated via language are not the words nor

the phrases nor any other explicit structure of a discourse. Instead, what

is being communicated is some set of relations among cognitive structures

(i.e., ideas) that are held in common between a speaker and a hearer of the

language. Tne linguistic notion of deep syntactic structure is a partial

recognition of this fact, but for computers to demonstrate "verbal under-

standing" and manipulate "verbal meanings," an even deeper level of conceptual

structure must be represented. This deep conceptual structure serves as a

partial model of verbal cognition, i.e., of how a human understands and

generates meanings communicated by language. The effectiveness of a model

of verbal understanding can be evaluated in terms of how well it supports

such criterial operations as disambiguation, question answering, paraphrase,

verbal analogies, etc. Whether the model truly represents the operations

that humans actually use is another question and one Lo be studied by

psychological experiment.

We thus define verbal understanding as the capability of a system to

disambiguate, paraphrase, translate and answer questions in and from natural

language expressions. Verbal meaning is defined as the set of interrelations

in the model among linguistic, semantic and conceptual elements that provides

this competence.
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Our general model of understanding derives from a theory of structure

proposed by Allport [19551 in the context of psychological theories of

perception. Our models also owe a conceptual debt to such widely varying

sources as Chomsky's £19651 theory of deep syntactic structure, Quillian's

[19667 semantic nets and most recently, to Fillmore [1966, 19671 -who proposes

a significant variation t.) the Chomaky deep structure.

The primitive elements of our general model are concepts and relations.

A concept is defined either as a primitive object in the system or as a

conicept-relation-concept (C-R-C) triple. In the model of verbal understanding,

a concept that is a primitive object corresponds to a meaning or word sense

for a word. But even these "primitives" can be defined as a structure of

C-R-C triples that can be transformed to a verbal definition. A relation can

also be either a primitive object or a C-R-C triple. Ideally, all relations

should be primitive and we].-defined by a set of properties such as transitivity,

reflexivity, etc. Since each property corresponds to a rule of deductive in-

ference, well-defined relations are most useful in making the inferences

required for answering questions or solving verbal problems. Any relation,

primitive or complex, can be defined in extension by the set of pairs of

events that it connects. However, unless the relation is definable inten-

sionally by a set of deductive properties, its use in inference procedures

is generally limited to the substitution of equivalent alternate forms of

expression.

Any perception, fact or happening, no matter how complex, can be repre-

sented as a single concept that can be expanded into a nested structure of
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C-R-C triples. The entire structure of a person's knowledge at the cognitive

or conceptual level can thus be expressed as a single concept or event; or at

the base of the nervous system, the excitation of two connected neurons may

also be conceived as an event that at deeper levels may be described as sets

of molecular events in relation to other molecular events.

n in this system (as in Quillian's• is defined as the complete set

of relations that link a concept to other concepts. Two concepts are exactly

equivalent in meaning only if they have exactly the same set of relational

connections to exactly the same set of concepts. From this definition it

is obvious that no two nodes of the concept structure are likely to have

precisely the same meaning. A concept is equivalent in meaning to another

if there exists a transformation rule with one concept as its left half and

the other as its right. The degree of similarity of two concepts can be

measured in terms of the number of relations to other concepts that they

share in common. Two English statements are equivalent in meaning either

if their cognitive representation in concept structure is identical, or if

one can be transformed to the other by a set of meaning preserving transfor-

mations (i.e., inference rules) in the system.

Enr.lish sentences can be mapped onto the doep conceptual structure of

ttis model of verbal understanding by corciderinL; prepositions, coijunctions

and verbs as relational terms, and nouns, adjectives and adverbs as concep-

tual objects. Thus, a sentence such as "The angry pitcher struck the careless

batter" can be expressed in the following set of relational triples:

*Fron a logician's point of view, the C-R-C structurt car. be seen as a neste~i
set of binary relations of the form R(C,C); the referenced statement is a
claim that any event car. be described in a for-.al la-riiuae of such triples.
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A. (((pitcher MOD angry) TMOD the) struck ((batter MOD careless) TMOD the))

As it stands, this is simply a form of syntactic diagranming of the sentence

(where MOD and TMOD are modificalional relations). However, by using the

semantic analysis procedure to be described in Section III, the selection of

word sense meanings is made explicit as follows (SUP means "has as a semantic

superclass"):

B. (((pitcher SUP player) MOD (angry SUP emotion) TMOD the)

(struck SUP hit)

((batter SUP player) MOD (careless SUP attitude) TMOD the)).

The particular sense of "pitcher" is the one that is "a kind of player"; the

sense of "strike" is "to hit" and the sense for "batter" is "player." The

complex element (struck SUP hit) is the relational term for the larger triple

((pitcher, etc.) (struck SUP hit) (batter, etc.)).

When the triple structure B is embedded in the conceptual model, it

car, be roughly represented by the graph of Figure 1.

The result of embedding the sentence in the conceptual structure is to

make explicit many aspects of verbal meaning that were implicit in the

selection and ordering of words in the English sentence. Without any analysis

or context the example sentence would answer only the question "Is it true

that the angry pitcher :truck the careless batter?" With such a relational

aralysis and embedding in the conceptual structure a whole range of new

questions can be answered--for example:

Is a pitchel a person?
Is a batter a baseball player?
Did a baseball player hit a person?
Do persons have attitudes?
etc.
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However, Figure 1 is only an approximate reprebentation of the actual

conceptual structure. The subscripts on each word in Figure 1 represent the

word sense and concept selection appropriate to the sentence. In the actual

structure a concept number occurs for each word on the graph. Each unique

sense of meaning for a word corresponds to exactly one concept number; but

each concept number may map onto more than one word sense and onto a defining

structure of concepts. For example, the words "young" and "youthful" share

a sense meaning in common, viz., "having the characteristics of youth." In

each case this sense meaning corresponds to a concept number, say C72. C72

might be defined by the structure (C72 EQUIV (CO C42 C55)) which translates

into "C72 is equivalent to something having youth."

pitcher 1  b utMD

plye ,Mangry
1  . truck1 -

personI baseball1 emotioni

b a t t e r , a ct,

player 1  carlesl-ss-----

MOD attitudt1
baseball 1 SUP

game 1

Figure 1. A Graph of C-i,,epunil .;truc+ur-Ž
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What the conceptual structure does is to allow word meanings to be

represented by a single conceptual object but, at the same time, to allow a

conceptual object to be expressible in many different verbal forms. The

conceptual level is necessary for paraphrase and translation ope rations. For

example, the English expressions "old man" and "ancient" and the French word

"vieux" can all be expressions of a single concept which we will label C37.

The structure (manc MLD oldc)--where the subscripted "c" means the concept

number--is a defining term for C37 which is one of the word senses for "ancient"

and for the French word "vieux." When the semantic analysis system produces

(manc MOD oldc) it tests to discover whether the triple can be expressed, as

in this case it can, as a single concept. In the generation system that

concept, C37, can be expressed by any of its mappings onto word senses and

thus onto words.

This particular version of a structure for verbal understanding is our

current model. It has shown itself strong enough to support many kinds of

verbal understanding operations, but in our experimentation with it, we have

found that it is not as deep a structure as we would like to have. In this

structure, for example, the equivalence of the two statements (a) "Mary bought

a boat from John," and (b) "John sold a boat t- Mary" can only be discovered

by a transformation rule of the following form:

((X (ouy from Z) Y) EQUIV (Z (sell to X) Y))

Uzsing lexical data in this form would allow analysis of the example sentence, b,

into so?'ething like the following, deep conceptual structure:
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transferBJ 2

PROPIOJ PROP OJ
1 boat 2<oney

I goods>
1i possessio i possession initial final

John Mary Mary John

By changing the relative positions of Mary and John in the structure, the

transfer can be expressed as "buy" or "sell" and the identity of meaning for

the two expressions a and b is made explicit. The transfer concept could

equally well express ideas of "get," "take," "give," 'exchange," "borrow,"

"steal," etc., as partially analyzed by Bendix [19661. The additional advan-

tage of this kind of structure is that it suggests that all relations in the

cognitive model can indeed be well-defined by contrast to our present unsatis-

factory mix of well- and poorly-defined relations. However, the detailed

dei.-nition of such improved structures remains still to be done as a later

piece o" research than the one reported here. It is mentioned in passing to

demonstrate that the deeper the conceptual structure used, the more explicit

become the meanings expressed in English sentences.

Assuming i±ýr the moment our assertion that the model we have first

described does support the criterial operations of verbal understanding, the

important questior. is: By what means can we transform English sentences into

such a conceptual s ructure? Section III immediately following, describes a

method of syntactic wid semantic analysis that accomplishes the transformation.

.mction IV describes experiments to test the system's capabilities for d`iý;-

arbi,,nuatior, paraphrase and luestion answering.
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Following a line of thought suggested by Fillmore [1967], we believe a deeper

conceptual structure than we are now using might very well express the concepts

of "buy" and "sell" as examples of "transfer" somewhat as follows:

buy SPJproperty
1  object1I property2  ~Oeobject 2

ISUP I 4:noney

transfer possession <object> goods>transfIinitial Ifinal possessionI initia final

dative age!nt agent dative

sell property, f object 1  property2  object 2

r I I -oney
transfer possessionpossession goods>

po ninitial I final initial final

agent dative dative agent

L_____________________
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III. Analytic Method

The representation of the underlying deep conceptual structure described

in the preceding section makes possible various meaning-preserving operations

on the concepts that are communicated by natural language statements. The

problem of transforming from English statements ard questlons into that

structure requires both syntactic and semantic analysis. In an earlier paper

?Simmons and Burger, 1968J we described a method of semantic analysis that

worked well for fairly uncomplicated sentences but, for lack of powerful

transformational rules, was weak with regard to certain complicated structures.

The method described here introduces transformational machinery that has

proved adequate for the most difficult sentence structures that we have

experimented with.

The method of analysis requires a lexicon, a grammar that includes trans-

formations, a set of semantic event forms (SEFs), and a modified Cocke

algorithm to actually carry out the analysis. In brief, the method finds

immediate constituents of the surface structure of the sentence, transforms

these into the form of deep conceptual triples and tests each such triple for

semantic well-formedness. The resulting analysis is a bracketed structure

of triples with each element marked for its selection of word sense meaning

or concept. 'll analyses that are allowed by the grammar and SEFs are produced.

A person operating the system is given the opportunity to select any one or

several interpretations to be stored in the conceptual model.
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The Lexicon: The lexicon is composed of word and concept entries. With

each English word entry, a set of word sense meanings is associated; each word

sense, in turn, is associated with a syntactic class, a set of syntactic

features, a chain of semantic word classes and a concept. For each concept

entry, there ma,,- be a pointer to one or more word senses that may be used

to express that concept verbally and an equivalence relation to one or more

concept structures that represent its meaning. Some concepts, however, are

not expressible as single word senses and are only verbally expressible by

deriving the word senses for a concept structure to which they are equivalent.

In addition to these elements, each concept entry has pointers to its tokens

in the data structures where it has been used.

The semantic word classes that characterize each word are a chain of

concepts that are in a linguistic superset relation. To explain by example,

the word "pitcher" is characterized by two word senses and thus two different

chains of semantic classes as follows:

pitcher ... N, player, person, mammal

N, container, physical object, object

The first superset chain (or SUP-chain) means that "pitcher is a kind of player is

a kind of person is a kind of mammal." This is usually expressed as "pitcher

SUP player SUP person...." Actually in place of the words for semantic classes,

the lexicon contains concept numbers that usually refer to particular word

senses. A more complete example of dictionary structure is presented in

Figure 2.
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SENSE SYNTACTIC SYNTACTIC SEMANTIC CONCEPT
NBR CLASS FEAUJRES CLASSES NBR

BOYCOTT 41 N SING 123,200 53

42 V FL, PR 123,200 53

DISCOVERY 55 N SING 98 67
DISCOVER 56 V PL, PR 98 67

FIND 34 N SING --- 98

35 V PL, PR --- 98

REBEL 150 V PL, PR --- 123

151 N SING --- 1 2 4

STRIKE 207 N SING 67, 98 100

208 V PL, PR 53, 123 55

ABBREVIATIONS: SING = Singular
PL = Plural
PR = Present Tense

Figure 2. A Fragment of Lexical Structure

A concept is created for the system for each new word sense and for each

occasion when an equivalence relation occurs. Since every word sense can be

defined by a dictionary definition that can be substituted in contexts where

the word in that sense is used, it follows that every word sense concept is

in an equivalence relation to some other concept structure that expresses its

meaning. In the actual system, not every concept need be so defined, althowu,

the power of the system for verbal understanding obviously increases with thie

number of concepts that are defined.
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The concept entry for the second sense of "strike" in Figure 2, i.e.,

concept number 55, would appear as follows:

Concept Word Senses Meaning Used/in

C55 208 (CO C89 C251) (42, G45 ... etc.

This example shows that C55 may be expressed verbally by sense 208 that corre-

sponds to the singular, present tense, verb "strike." By looking up CO, C89

and C251, it can be discovered that the meaning of C55 can also be expressed

by the words "to stop work." The list of G-prefixed numbers in the Used/in

column are simply pointers to data structures in which the concept C55 has

been used to make factual statements.

The aim of this form of lexical structure is to distinguish clearly
.

between linguistic and conceptual information. Syntactic classes and features

are defined as those elements which are required by the grammar and are clearly

linguistic in nature. Semantic classes are expressed as concepts and are in

a borderline area between the lin,•uistic structure and the deep conceptual

structure, Semantic classes are elements of the semantic event forms, but

are also concepts that can occur anywhere in the deep conceptual ,tructure.

The Grammar: For discovering immediate syntactic constituents for a

sentence and transforming them directly into the conceptual structure, we use

a form of rule that combines phrase structure rewrite rules with a transfor-

mation. The form of this grammar can be understood by a simple example.

(a) adj + noun -> (B MOD A) NP - (NP (noun ?VD adj))

Although the lexical and conceptual structures provide for treatment of tense
and avreement based on features, the analysis, genieration and question-answering
algorithms do not yet use this information.
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The phrase structure component states that an adjective followed by a noun can

be rewritten as a Noun Phrase. The transf,. lation requires that the Bth or

second element of the left side be written first followed by the term M0D

followed by the Ath or first element.

A more complex example to account for a certain type of discontinuity is

illustrated below.

(b) adv + S -> (BA (BB MOD A) BC) S

= (S (Subject (verb phrase MOD adverb) object))

The transformation of (b) states that the BAth element of the left side is to

be written first. The Bth element is S; S always breaks down into a triple

whose Ath element is a noun phrase, vhose Bth element is a verb phrase, and

whose Cth element is an object noun phrase or an explicit null symbol. Thus

the BAth element is the Ath element of the Bth element, or the subject of the

S term. Similarly the BBth element is the verb phrase and the BCth element is

whatever is in the object position.

A simple grammar to account for the sentence "the angry pitcher hit the

careless batter" is presented in (c) below:

(c) adj + noun -> (B MDO A) NP

art + NP >(B TMOD A) NP

verb + NP >(D A B) VP

ip + VP -> (A BB BC) S

The string of syntactic word classes corresponding to these words is as follows:

art + adj + noun + verb + art + adJ + noun
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The analysis that results from this grammar is as follows:

(S (((noun MDb adJ) TMOD art) verb ((noun MD adj) TMOD art)))

In a previous paper [Simmons and Burger, 1968] we showed that this type of

structure can be obtained by applying transformations to the elements of a

phrase structure analysis of a sentence. That is precisely what the combined

phrase structure and transformation rules of this type of grammar accomplish

as each constituent of the sentence is discovered.

There is no theoretical limit to the depths to which the transformational

notation can refer; strings such as ABBBCAB can be written to refer to the

first, second, or third element of the nth level of depth of Etructure.

Certain elements of the transformations such as MOD, D (an explicit dummy marker)

and the brackets are taken literally; only combinations of the terms A, B, and

C refer to the structure of the left-hand side. The elements in a rule can be

semantic classes on which the transformation can operate, and the resulting

constituent can be a composition function of the semantic classes. For example,

a rule ,ii.ht be written to analyze the phrases "park bench" and "wooden bench"

as follows:

place + furniture -> (B LOC A) furniture-LOC

and material + furniture -> (B TYPE A) furniture- TYPE

Compositions such as furniture-LOC imply a controlled combination of the SUP-

chains for the two elements in a manner such as that described by Katz [1967-1

or used by Kellogg i 1967aJ.

Rules of this kind would eliminate the set of SEFs and the separate check

for semantic acceptability. The disadvantage would be an enormous increase in
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the number of rules. Consequently, we have so far preferred to keep separate

the syntactic and semantic components of the system.

We have understood the transformational component of these rules as a

program that operates an interpreter whose data is the structure identified

by the names of the two constituents on the left-hand side. Recently, a

paper by Kimball [1967] has proved that a certain modified form of Chomsky's

transformations can completely imitate the operation of a Turing machine.

Because of the limit to two elements on the left side, our form of transfor-

mation is iess powerful than this.

In applying this form of grammar to a surface string of syntactic infor-

mation we make the assumption that just the information cued by syntactic word

classes, and by syntactic and s~iaantic features, is sufficient to allow transfor-

mation to the underlying deep conceptual structure. It has so far been Iossihle

to write transformations that Pccount for very complex sentences (as will be

ceen in Section IV), but our only defek,. gqainst counterexamples is to attempt

to demonstrate that a grammar can be built to P count for each challenge.

Semantic Event Forms: AG each constituent is discovered and transformed

according to the grammar, the result of the transformation is tested for e~i•

ll-formedness. The SUP-chain of semantic classes and a set of semantic event

form (SEF) triples whose elements are semantic class terms are required for

marinF this test. By considering our example sentence again, the elemerin:; Ozd

method of this test can be explained.

A. The angry pit'her hit the careless batter.

.4hen "pitcher" was looked up in the lexicon, two word senses were discovered

and both of hese were nouns; for "angry" there was only one. Thus, two
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constituents of the form "adJ + noun" were discovered to represent "angry

pitcher." The SUP-chain of semantic classes that represented each sense of

the words was then called into use to form the following pair of complex triples:

pitcher MOD angry
player emotion
person feeling
animal sense
marmal

and

pitcher MOD angry
container emotion
physical obj feeling
object sense

Thus a complex triple is one whose elements are SUP-chains of the elements in

a simple triple. From the total set of SEFs, the possibly relevant ones are

those •hich contain one or more elements that are included in any of the complex

triples of the sentence. This subset of SEFs include among others the following:

(ANIMAL MOD EMOTION)
(PEsON MOD ATTITUDE)
(PHYSOBJ MOD QUALITY)
(PERSON HIT PERSON)
(OBJECT HIT PERSON)
(PERSON BOYCOTT ORGANIZATION)
ETC.

The test for semantic well-formedness is to discover whether any triple of

elements, selected one from each SUP-chain in a complex triple, corresponds to

an SEF. In the present example, the combination (animal MOD emotion) from the

first complex triple does correspond to , SEF in the list. No combination of

elements from the second complex triple corresponds to an SEF, so the sense

of "pitcher' as a "container" does not apply to the constituent (N MOD Adj)

for that sense and it is rejected. For the acceptable sense, "pitcher" as
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"person," the constituent is kept and elsewhere it is stored u. ((pitcher SUP

player) MOD (angry SUP emotion)). In subsequent constituents using this complex

constituent, the SUP-chain of semantic classes for the head element "pitcher

SUP person" is used to stand for the entire constituent.

The result of these semantic tests is to reject many syntactic constituents

that would otherwise lead to multiple interpretations of the sentence. For

example, if we consider the number of common meanings for "pitcher," "struck,"

and "batter" to be respectively 2, 3, and 2 there would be 12 possible interpre-

tations of the sentence. By use of the three SEFs (ANIMAL MOD EMOTION) (PERSO:N

MOD ATTITU¶DE) and (PERSON HIT PERSON) only the one interpretation presented

below survives the analysis process.

(((pitcher . person) MDD (angry . emotion)) (struck . hit)

((batter . person) MOD (careless . attitude)))

The dot pairs are used for conciseness in representing (concept SUP concept).

A whole series of questions arises at this point: What is an SEF? How

many will be required to deal with a large subset of English? How does one

select the level at which to write them? These and others are questions that

we have considered at lenrth and we will try to summarize our present uncer-

standing.

It appears to us that an SEF is an abstraction of some element of lexical

information that should (in a mor! sophisticated system) be directly a part of

the lexicon. It appears to be an abstraction expressed in terms of semaitic

classes of the set of features that characterize a word's combinatorial possi-

bilities in ordinary usage in the languaie. For example, the SEF (A2;IMAL MOD
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SCSE) indicates the rlationship expresscd by linguists in terms of a restric-

tion on sensory verbs and adjectives to co-occurence with subjects marked by

the feature " + animate." We believe, for the present state of computational

linguistics, we can better represent such linguistic data in the form of

acceptable combinations of semantic classes for words--i.e., SEFs--and later,

from the useful SEFs work out underlying features.

We have no answer to the question of how many SEFs would be required to

cover a large subset of English. A related device, the semantic message

forms [Wilks, 1968] are based on approximately fifty semantic classes and

believed by CLRU researchers to allow sufficient combinations to account for

all English forms. We are currently tending toward the belief that although

the separate SEF set provides adequate machinery for relatively small subsets

of English, this information must eventually become an integral part of the

lexicon to avoid very large space and time requirements in semantic analysis

of large sets of English.

Selecting the level at which to write an SEF is hardly more easily dealt

with. Considering each SEF as a rule of semantic combination, the task is very

much like that of preparing a grammar. One attempts to obtain the minimal

number of SEF rules that will distinguish acceptable and nonacceptable combi-

nations of word senses. The elements of each rule are selected at the highest

level of-semantic abstraction that will successfully distinguish all word senses

that are in a superset relation to--i.e., subclasses of--those elements. Thus,

in coinirg the SEF (AiJIMAL MOD EMOTION) we are stating our understanding that

the nature of these concerts is such that anything that is an emotion is

Cambridge Language Research Unit, Cambridge, England
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restricted to modifying only those things that are animals. Similarly in

(PERSON BOYCOTt ORGANIZATION) we restrict the concepts that are kinds of

"boycott" to co-occurrence with things that are persons as subjects and things

that are organizations to receive the action.

In favor of the SEF approach, we have found them simple to build and use

and of the same functional utility as the semantic markers and selection

restrictions of Katz's [19671 current semantic theory. Something approaching

the function of his projection rules can be seen in our use of the semantic

class of the head of a construction to stand for the semantic clbssez cf +hp

whole. However, we claim only that the SEF approach is a first approximation

to expressing semantic information that should be an integral part of a lexical

enLry for a word sense.

The Analysis Algorithm: After several experiments in producing various

forms of recognition algorithms, we finally concluded that the Cocke al4,oriti:.

was superior in respect to conciseness, completeness and efficiency of conpu-

tation. This algorithm has been presented in ALGOL and described in detail by

Kay L19 6 7j. Our modifications have been only to add more tests on each

constituent for agreement and semantic well-formedness and to introduce ýraIs,-

formations into the operation ef the grammar.

The essential operation of the algorithm is to test--exhaustively, but

efficiently--each adjacent pair of elements in a sentence structure to discover

if they form constituents acceptable to the grammar. If they do, tile pair of

constituents are rewritten according to the gra•,ar rule. The process continues

until all elements of the sentence are encompassed by at least one single Col.-

stituent usually named S. All interpretations acceptable to the gra:,oar are so

formed.
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IV. Results

The complete language processing system that has teen described has been

programmed as Protosynthex III in LISP 1.5 for the SDC Q-32 time-shared computer.

The semantic analysis system has also been programmed in JOVIAL and used to

prepare the examples on pp. 33, 34. It includes the capability to syn-

tactically and semantically analyze single sentences into the formal language

of the conceptual structure. From the resulting conceptual structure, the

system is able to answer a range of English questions using logical inference

procedures based on properties associated with the well-defined relations.

It is also able to paraphrase by finding equivalence relations among concepts

and to generate English sentences in accordance with a generation grammar.

In this paper a limited set of examples of these operations will be presented;

additional computer rrintouts of examples have been collected as a special

supplement that is available on request from the authors.

Syntactic and Semantic Analysis: The grammar reproduced in Figure 3 has

proved sufficient to account for the analysis of the sentences in the following

paragraph about physiological psychology of the eye.

The eye is the organ of sight. The retina ia the light sensitive
surface of the eye. Cones and rods are the special sensors in the
retina. Cones and rods react to light. When we see anything, we
see light reflected from the objects we look at. Reflected light
passes through the lens ýnd falls on the retina of the eye. Seeing
an object actually means seeing the reaction of our retina.

The zenterces comprising this paragraph were selected to represent a

range of fairly difficult structures including various kinds of embeddings.
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(((O~pp QREAJ) (BA PH (PC Af. AC)l !0
((DVBE AVJ) (AC MODiC B) WHFPAJ)
((VHFU NP) ERA PBý EC] NP)
((NN-' L;VB3E) ((AA FiLJI'v bC]) APs LAC EUUIVw 81,Ji b)
((V[)l 5) LbA bb bC] S)

((VIT, b:d) (BA bb tC] b)
((UNiC S) (BA bb ~A] S)

((UNL00 S I) I(BA Fb AA] I )
((UN [FVBE-) ESC FEUUIV A] S)
( (ON VL)C) (A H f') GONIO)
((UJAVFO S) ERA (Bb MOP, AA) BC] b)
((UAV VUPC) (A b F,) UAVPO)
((APJ HP) (A RP bCl) AIJ)
((Ak]j NF) (b MOE) A) N+')
((VCOM.P PI-NVCrMI-') (A HR RC) LCCNJVCOl)MP
((CONJ NP) (P A F) NCOMP)
( ( ((NJ VCOMP) ( 1) A R) F1I VCO~vFr)
((Pki~P wN) PI A H) UvPP)
((PREP IDNP) ([) A [4) PHI)
( ( HKVP NFH) bi A B) PH)
((HFLAVH3 COINJS) EPA A PCj b)
((S CONJSP-RI) (A PR; HC] CVNJb)
((COM bi) (L, A b) CONJS>PII)
( (C cn b) ( L A B) CONJ SPI,1 )
((VIF) NP) (H 5).IIL' L*CbJELj ý- tiJ) i-r-
((VEP -PH) (A PHI P-C) Vc-Cmt.i,)It
((ARI NFP) (H IMOI( A) NFI-)
((NP f\CCMP) (A bbPBC) NNP)

((NP V) [A H ****] b)
((Ne VC0XP) LA H ****J b)
((NP HKE-1)) (A PP PCj ýý)

((NP vPKýP) [A hi ****] bPKE-e)
( (NP SPR'FIH) (A >Mnf,[ F A (?-'Pa PPB A) Pt])N,
( (NP CO NJ VIJOY) E(LA H A k14* L 14 iL4L **J] ('

I(NF 1PH) (A PH PC) NH)
(NPF VCrmfPFr) (A S%101, E*01J-j(`: h A]) )

((KH (,NSH) EA P-P hC] C(NJb)

PP H-) (AtPCR) VLOYI-)

((V NP) (0 A P) I-PkEL)
(V )PFIP) (A F. L ) VFHHEI--
(UNP, r VHF) (A E U I V HC I)

I [NP PK E 1') (A kH HJ 5) b
(VFE-K ELL-'H PI A F) VI-It6)
(VF-'i kINP ) (IA H) I VBI)
(VPI, NP) (1) A t4) PkNH')

((IAK9 I Nt) 0I- IM'I, A) INI')
( ( I U I V * *) (I j - ) ~ *

(( * m-*5'-u,) LA -HFP )
NIL

Fiiiure 3. Recognition Grarr.m-nr Rule2'
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Example 1, below, shows the manner of inputting the sentence and

dictionary data into the system.

ANALYSIS MJUE 1/

RF.ADY- -

THE FYF IS TIHF JRGAN JF SIGHT RJDYPRI FUNCrIJN VISIJN ,

JRGAN EUULIV H)DYPHI •
(suPS- THE EYE IS [HE JRGAN )F SIGHr)

DDOE )RGAN EUUIV DDET RJDYPxT FUNCTIIN VISIJN
(SjPS- VISIJN FUNCTIJN RJDYPRI DDEI ORGAN OOET)

CJGAcr AS5JC JRJECT "TiP RJDYPRI *])P
(SUPS- FRJDYPNI JHJECT ASSOC CJGACI)
JBJECT ,LJP *,JP AC]
(SJPS- ACT JRJECT)
DJ *TJP
(SJPS- DJ)
'IJP
(WCS- (SIGHT • VISION•)

()F • FJNCIIJN)

(JRGAN • RJDYPRI)
(THE * DOET) (IS . EQJIV) (EYE • )NGAN) (IHE 0 0))E1))

NP PR"EP NP DAR[ VRE NP DART
I

L((EYE • JMGAN) 1"IJD (iH. D UEL)F]))
(EUJIV • PkI-1IT)
((()t,,iAN . 8J YPR]) ()F FJNrCII,)N) (SIGH] . JI5[ ),v))

1MJU (THE • I)LUE)) J

Example 1.

A centernce is typed in followed by a period. Optionally a set of super-

sets for each word of the sentence can then be input followed by a periou.

Followir.- tnis second period, SEF triples can be given to the system as was

done in Example 1. The third period--i.e., the one following the SEFs--is

takien by the oyster, to miean completion of input. At that point the system

looks up each word in the dictionary to obtain superset classes and syntactic
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word classes. If it does find these, it requests SUPS for each word that is

not in the dictionary. It reiterates this request for semantic word classes

until each word has developed a SUP-chain that terminates with the symbol,

*TOP. It then asks for syntactic word-classes with the request "WCS-"

identifying the word sense by using the dot pair (word . superclass). When

all these data are present--either already in the dictionary or having been

input with the sentence--the system computes its semantic analysis using the

grammar and SEFs available to it. In Example 1, the bracketed structure

shows the syntactic analysis and the selection of word senses for each word

in the sentence. This example shows that the system correctly transformed

"is" in the context "The NP is the NP" into the well-defined relation "EWIV."

The relation "TMOD" is used by the system to alert it to the presence of an

article. If the article is definite it refers to a particular or already

existing token of data; if the article is indefinite or absent it is under-

stood to represent any token or instance of its concept.

The most complex sentence of the paragraph is presented as Example 2,

below. The analysis of this sentence shows four embedded sentences each of

which is surrounded by square brackets. The first of these, "We see light'

is in an IMPLY relation to the remainder. The expression "...light reflected

from..." gives rise to a noun phrase that is modifird by the sentence "*object

reflected ... light," where "*object" stands for "something." The phrase

"...from objects we look at " gives rise to the structure (object SMOD we

(look at objects) ***-*), a noun modified by an intransitive sentence tliat

uses that noun as the object of a preposition. By following the syntactic

word class pairs through the grammar of Figure 3, the interested reader can

observe the application of relativel! simple transformations to compute these

structures.
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RFADY--

WHEN WE SEE ANYIHING , WE SEE LIGHT kEFLECIEeJ EHJM ImE JBJECTS

WE LJJK Ar CJGACT 1JWARD JBJECT aPEkSJN CJGACI ****#

THHJ)WRACi( SXJRCE JRJECT, *)BJECT 7HJWBACe( iADIA7IJNv
PFRSJN CJGACT JRJFCT o PEHSJiv CJGACT RADIATIJN"

PENSJN CJGACT JRJECT # PERS3N C)GACT ENERGY* SEN CJM¶ SENt
SEN IMPLY SEN.
(SJPS- WHFN WE SEE ANYTHING s WE SEE LIGHT REFLECTED FRJM~ JRJECTS WE

L3JJ Al)
IM¶PLY PERSJN CJGACT JHJFCI CJM' PERSJN CJUACF NA9IA1IJ'v4 IHJwHACK
SJ~JiCE YRJECT PEReSJi CJGACT T,)wAN.D
(SJ PS- TJWART) PFRS)N SJUJICE THRJWRACP( NAOIA[IJN PEHSJN C)M1 PEHSJ',y
IMPLY)

DIRFCTIJN ANIMIAL LJC ACT ENERGY ANIM1AL *EJP ANIM1AL *IJP
(SUPS- ANIM'AL ANIM¶AL ENExGY LJC ANIMAL DlkFCrIJN)
JRJECI JHJECI *IJP *IJP JBJECT LJC
(SJPS- LJC)
# T J?
(WCS- (AT - TJWARO)

(L'X)J( - C)JGACT)
(WE -PENSJN)
(JHJECTS -JRJECT)
(FRJM . SJJRCE)

(xEFLECTFD -THRJWRACK)

(LIGI-T - RADIATIJiv)
(SEE *CJ)GACD)

(WE PERSJ04)

(ANYTHING -JHJFCI) (SEE -CJGACT) (WE - PERSJN) (WHE,, IMPLY))
PREP V NP NP PkFP VFD NP V NP CJM OAP V NP NELAVR

PI '

LE(WE PERSJN) (SEE * CJGACT) (ANYTHING - JBJECT)J
(WHEN -IM1PLY)
E((WE PEHSJN)
(SEE - CJGACD)
((LIGHT - NA~iATIJN)
SMJD ECOJRJECI * PkIM1Ir)
((NEFL.FCIED . THRJWRACK)

*FJ SJUJIRCE)
(U(JHJECTS )BJECT)

SM)D E(WE *PERSJN)

((LJJ.( CJGACT) (Al * TWARO) (JRJECTS *JHJECT))

* ** PRIMIT)J)
TM)D (THE * DDEf)))

(LIGiHT - ADIA] IJi) 3)2

Eyarmple 2.
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Examples of the analysis of question structures are shown in Example 3,

below. In some cases the question word is deleted while in others the question

is transformed to declarative structure.

a,4) Y - -
.On ,A)E ISEo; ANl,,YTHIl';~ 7•

I

f PA'O(n\,) (sERi' cn.Ac r (Ar\YFHjt\fi 0,3-0j))

WHA JO 4Mt* w-r

p

W .Pi ON') (S1> . CAiLFLCi) (QH4AI 00 •E)

r

C LAINO A

on ) o0

"At4i Y - -

HO)A Ijl, THt.- (Hjt--,G * ŽI'A I I(ti

I-

C (0�-� .~T . (i-,l- ) rmr)o (I P!. I Iw •

C(qEKLOýCT *rH-qo H'~ch- f),~i) Cm 4~ * Ar Pý

(LIGH-T . 9 IATInrYT ,))

Example 3.
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Disambiguation: An example deriving from Katz [1967] was chosen to

illustrate the system's ability to select correct word senses from a

potentially ambiguous situation. The example frame, "The man hit the

colorful ball" is varied by substituting "gave," "attended" and "hit" in the

verb slot. The relevant dictionary, grammar and SEF entries are presented

in Figure 4. Since the dictionary provides two senses each for "colorful,"

"ball" and "gave," in the worst case the frame using "gave" might provide

eight interpretations (as it in fact did without SEF checking). With the

use of the relevant SEFs, the system provided the interpretations shown in

Example 4. The two interpretations for "...gave a colorful ball" are

expected in that SEFs are allowed for "person present object" and "person

present event." In the remaining cases of "hit and "attend" only one inter-

pretation was obtained.

Answering Questions: Our approach to answering questions in this system

is described briefly in Simmons and Silberman [1967]. A more detailed

description of the question-answering system and experiments with it is in

preparation .Schwarcz et al., 1968]. Briefly, the system attempts a direct

match with the concept structure of each triple resulting from the semantic

ar.alysi3 of a question. Failing to find a direct match, it generalizes each

element of a question triple to include all of its equivalences and subclass

elements. Thus a question triple with the element "bird" would generalize to

include "condors, robins, bluebirds, etc." This approach failing, the system

uses more complicated inferences based on combinations of relations into

compound and complex relational products.
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ANALYSIS

**ANALYSIS MOD)E.

THE MAN GAViE A COLORF'JL 'ALL.

I NTERPRETATIONS

r(MAN TMOI) THE) <GAVE - RSNý
((<iALL - SPHERE> MOD -KCOLO~qt& IL -MJLTICOLORE03-) TMOU A)]

NEXT/F JNISHE0/R'iLES/SFF 'S NE xT

[(MAN TNIOI THE~) <GAViE - RiESENT)'
((<oALL - OANGE- MOD cCOLOPýý&JL -GAY;-) UMOI) A)]

No;EXT /F IN IS HF-0 /'9LES/' *si* IN! SHEU

THE MAN ArrENOEu A COLOql-'JL 6ALL.

I INTE-ilHETATION

((MAN TMOD THE-') ATTENoEt)
((.cALL - DJANCE:-. MOD) <COLOr(I.JL - GAY-) TmiOL A))

NE XT /ý I NI S Ho-g)/IJLE S/SE 0"' S INISHO-)

THE-- MAN HIT A COLO-)P"JL H3ALL.

1 NTEq~iETATinN,

[(MAN TwOi) THtE) HIT
((<ý3ALL - SPHENEj * ýfl)o <tLO,0 IL - MJLT ICOLUqrjj ,) rMOUL A)]

Example I&.

Disambiguation Example
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LOOK'iP rHw'2 %AN, G4,AvE ATTENOF-Ij H IT A COLO~iP IL ý3ALL.
T HE: KINCT ION, WOq0), 1 SIr\'SE:

MAN: F JNTIT ON WO-?L). I SE2NtSr:
1 NIP P&qSON* 4NJN14LP OýJJ

') V rRANSF~q. Movr, A(F
ArTT-1\0)E: FJNCTION W0q0, I SENSE:
I v GOTO. mOE A(4

Hir: FJNCTJON vO-?), I Sp'iNSE.:
I V1 CONT4A t, ALT

A: F'JNCTION 'WO-RL, I SE~NSE:
I ART0W

UOLORF JL: FIJNCT I01\ WOq0 , 2 , Nt->
1 40J vl'JLTICQL0OP-u, dp<IGHT, WJAL
,; A 1)J j GY, LIVEzLY, '41JAL
\\\iLL:F JNCTION WORO, o?2ENiS

" NP SPHERE, 081
?NP tJ4NcE2 FvEJNr

~INf - -JL-"S .

Ali 1 NP (13 fr*OU1 A) NP,
A ~T r\P (6 FVO') A) NP

F2 ) A ~) Pq EL)

(PIqsNr cN',rOU 64Y) )

(OH.) wO) -JLTTCOUfl-ý&U)

Figure 4. Dictionary, Grazmmar, and SE'
Entries f~or Disambiguation Example
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We believe the approach is very general and approximately equivalent

to that taken in the General Problem Solver tNewell et al., 19 6 3j. A top-

down generator is used to transform question triples according to possible

inference rules and various heuristics are followed to minimize tree search

arionr the resulting vast set of possibilities.

For examples we asked questions of the following sentences:

The eye is the organ of sight. The retina is the light-
sensitive surface of the eye. Cones and rods are the special
sensors in +t.e retina. Cones and rods react to light.

These sentences were analyzed with the grammar of Figure 3 and appropriate

SEFs to limit the interpretations to one per sentence. Questions were asked

and the system answered as in the following examples:

Example 5. What is the eye?

Eye is organ of sight.
Organ of sight.

Example 6. What is the function of the eye?

Sight.

Example 7. dhat is the surface of the eye?

Surface of eye be light-sensitive surface.
Surface of eye be retina.
Light-sensitive surface of eye be retina.

Fxample 8. To what is the retina sensitive?

Light-sensitive to light surface.

Example 9. 'WAat are the sensors in the eye?

Sensors in eye be sensors.
Sensors in eye be cones.
Sensors in eye be rods.
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Example 10. Are there rods in the eye?

Sensors in eye.

Example 11. Does the eye contain cones?

Retina inverse-of-in sensors.

Sensors in eye be sensors.
Sensors in eye be cones.
Sensors in eye be rods.

Example 12. How does the eye react to light?

Cones and rods in retina in eye react to light.
Rods react to light.
Cones and rods react to light.

Example 5 is a result of direct lookup. The correspondence of "function"

to "sight" in Example 6 results from the SUP-chain "sight-cogact-function"

showing that sight or any other cognitive act is a kind of a function. In

this example also, the structure (eye EQUIV (organ ASSOC sight)) implies

(eye ASSOC sight) by right-collapsibility of the "EQUIV' relation. The relation

"ASSOC" is defined as symmetric and thus the question transforms to

(eye ASSOC function) which is answered by (eye ASSOC sight).

Example 7 is essentially a direct lookup that is successful because of

the symmetric 1. -operty of :QUIV that allows the reversal of the clauses.

The anwer to Example 8 depends on an additional fact given to the system,

'light-sensitive means sensitive to light." With this added information the

question which was analyzed to the following structure:

(retina MOD (;ensitive TO what))

is directly answered by the structure:

(retina ECUIV (surface MOD (sensitive TO light)))

,ne prorier-v ri ,.t-?slla~.sibl' is defined for Rl as follows:
(Xl fil (X? li2 X3)) IMPLIES (XI R2 X3).
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Example 9 and Example 10 require a chain of inference depending on the

property transitive attached to (in . contained-in). Thus, "sensors contained-

in retina," and "retina contained-in eye" imply "sensors contained-in eye."

In Example 11 a similar logic applies with the addition of the information

that "contained-in inverse contained."

Example 12 shows one method for treating simple "how" questions. By

analyzing the question into the statement "eye reacts to light" the system

naturally returns relevant material, wich is one main requirement of such

questions. It should be noticed, incidentally, that the transitivity of the

contained-in relation is used again in this example.

The question-answering system has two important weaknesses. First, we

uo not yet formally distinguish between the requested operation (i.e., count,

list, nane, etc.) and the data-identifying portions of the question. This

lack partially accounts for the second weakness--a certain degree of va'ýuenes,;

in the generated answers, as can be seen in Examples 8 and 10, where appropriate

answers would have been "light" and "yes" respectively. Syntactic and 3eman'i-

inadequacies in the generation of answers will be discussed in the followin•

section.

Syntactic Generation and Lexical Paraphrase: Our primary emphases in

developing a theory of verbal understanding have been to account for the

recognition of verbal meanings as communicated by sentences and to demo:,.-,rat.,

unlerstanding by the model's ability to answer English questions. Other

measures of underst anding include the capabl'1ies for rrntactic and le:Kical

paraphrase and for the generation of new sen*,ences tha. are in cortrolla-le
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relations to the data that have been stored as a consequence of understanding

.eanin;3 fron sentences that have been analyzed. It was our hypothesis that

the structure for recognition and question answering would prove largely

su:fficient for generation and paraphrase. In the main this hypothesis was

3u.T-or••ed and we added the generation grammar and the special machinery for

,rarachrase lo the model rin short order. However, it is apparent that gener-

,aton an-1 paraphrase fror. deep conceptual structures require more theoretical

e>r1lanation than we are prepare] to deal with in this paper. Particularly

re•uired is an outline of correspondences with and contradictions of current

7er.erative linguistic theories. At this point, having only scratched the

ourf-ace in experimenting with the generation area, we will present a brief

discussion of our method and save deLailed treatment for a later paper.

Gcrneratirng Ertglish phrases or sentences from the conceptual structure

"accos>plished by -he use of transformational phrase structure rules

i:,iln o-noth*se used in '.he analysis phase. Since th3 structure is composed

of ncc.e- triiles, these rule:; have the form of a three-element left half

.hrih 's transformed to a structure or a string as a right half. Example

r.iles for -:•r'a• . _ "the wLjry pitcher struck the careless batter" are

zhow, below:

(*aP MOD ADJ) (B A) NTP

(:.v 7:1D Air) (3 A) s.T

(:rP V :,rP) (A B C) 3
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The notation conventions are identical to those used in recognition rules

(see p.1 8 ). The generation algorithm, given a complex triple of concepts,

first discovers for each concept its mapping onto word-sense and associated

syntactic class and associates with each triple of concepts a triple of

word-classes. Then, beginning with the most deeply nested triple and working

outward, it looks up each triple of syntactic word-classes in the set of

generation rules, and if found rewrites that triple by the phrase structure

name and applies the transformation to the associated concept triple. This

process is iterated until all elements in the nested structure have been

accounted for (whether or not they result in the terminal symbol S). If a

given triple can be rewritten in more than one way, the algorithm applies all

rules, generating several syntactic paraphrases of the same structure. Thus,

for the triple (N? 1OD ADJ) the two strings "NP that is ADJ" and "ADJ NP"

might result. At the end of the process the concepts are transforned into

print iý::ages.

Lexical paraphrase is accomplished by allowing the free substi~ution, ot

concepts that are in an equivalence relation. These concepts may map on, to

words or phrases. Thus in the examples presented below, "eye" is concepmiall';

equivalent to "eyeball," and "organ of sight" is equivalen! to "sensor lor

vision." An equivalence class is established by the statement "X 5EQUIV Y"

which ds semantically analyzed like any other sentence except that SEQUIV i;

ar, operator used to construct an equivalence between concepts in tho ns.sc
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The following examples illustrate both syntactic and lexical paraphrases

accomplished by the system:

Example 13. The eye is the organ of sight.

The eye is the sensor for vision.
The eyeball is the sensor for vision.
The eyeball is the organ of sight.

Example 14. The retina is the light-sensitive surface in the eye.

The retina is the surface that is light-sensitive in the
eyeball.
The retina is the sensitive to light surface in the eye.
The retina is the light-sensitive surface in the eyeball.

Example 15. Light falls on sensitive retina.

Radiance falls on retina that is sensitive.
Radiance falls on sensitive retina.
Light falls on surface of eye that is retinal.
Light falls on retinal surface of eye.
Radiance falls on retinal surface of cranial orb.

No stylistic controls have so far been established to select either

the generation transformation or the lexical item where several choices have

been offered, and in expressing answers to questions no method has yet been

developeu for selecting a "best" answer. Such controls offer an entire field

of study such as that currently in progress by Klein. Our generation pro-

cedure is also undeveloped with respect to choice of articles and the various

forms of agreement in tense, number, etc. In respect to such syntactic

features, the system makes provision for recording them, but we have not yet

used ther. in any of our recognition, question answering or generation

experiments.

Personal cormu:- czat" or, S. Klein, Unlversity of Wiscorsin, Computer Sciences
Derart-,nent.
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V. Discussion and Conclusions

In the preceding sections we have described a theory and a model of

verbal understanding that is based on a formalization of conceptual structures

suff-cient to represent a wide range of the verbal meanings that are expressed

in Enlish sentences. The model includes a linguistic component that is

composed of a lexicon, and syntactic and semantic systems which are together

sufficien: to translate from a wide range of English sentences into the for:..al

conceptual structure. The formal conceptual structure includes inference rule.,

a limited quantificational capability and a logical structure of relations that

are definable by properties for use in inference procedures. These features

of the model support a range of question answering and verbal problem solvirng

capabilities.

The model has so far been limited to representing; sinrle senre-nce :.eani,

althou4;h the conceptual structure naturally embeds frrurmertary me-ainr.,s in

thieir :ist relevant contexts. We do not believe, however, that a theory of

sentence meanings is broad enough to encompass the co,,unicaý ions ;'.edia,

natural languages. Related work in our laboratory by Olney (i67.i has . -

gatea anaphoric and discourse analysis to a deg.ree that is :;ufficie::i" ..4 ,

us t'.at, complete understardinig of a sentence can only :,e noh,•leQ in ,he ,c!-

tex> of its discourse structure. T1his line of research has ii;o r'viue

several wornable approaches to ifinding anneccuen': for cronounj; a: r

of aiaphoric stnictu'es. An important next step in the development of the nodel

will '. to inrcorporn' e .hi: line ol' thoujgh and e::rer>,e, a, ion r,d ;o t : u.

-or a rnosiei r" .,er., (,1 igdeinrs oner....

lt: ""? ij]5 v0.;!*:' ruq'tu~rec.
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In Section IV we have briefly shown and discussed examples of the

system's capability to produce syntactic and semantic analyses of sentences

and questions; to select appropriate word senses according to context; to

answer questions; to generate English sentences and to produce meaning-

preserving paraphrases. We believe (but have not shown) that only minor

modifications are required for the system to deal with a wide range of

verbal analogy problems and to accomplish sentence-for-sentence translation.

We claim that these results support the theory of verbal understanding out-

lined in Section II and demonstrate that this theory is adequate as a first

approximation to account for how natural language sentences can communicate

verbal meanings from one person (or system) to another.

Despite this strong claim for our model, we believe that it is only one

example of a family of models that are sufficient to support a theory of

verbal understanding. What appears to be common among members of this family

is a capability to represent textual information as a structure of unambiguous

concepts and well-defined relations. An ideal model would contain only well-

defined relations to connect concepts, each of which might in its turn reduce

to a structure of perceptual features which themselves were well-defined

primitives. Such an ideal may never be attainable, but the closer we approach

it, the more satisfactory will be our theories of verbal understanding and the

more powerful the langua•,e processors that can be constructed.

A number of weaknesses in the model have become apparent as we have

strurikled with it. Our present treatment of the conceptual structure leaves

us too ti;rhtly bound to the -sub.ect-verb-ob.)ect order of English sentences and
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to the ordering of modifying phrases. By shifting to structures such as

those outlined on p.13, the model can be simplified and the number of in-

completely defined relations can be reduced. The segregation of semantic

event forms into a separate neighborhood from the lexicon is also intuitively

disturbing and probably economically unsupportable. Temporary weaknesses in

the implementation of the model include incomplete developments in the areas

of translating from English to logical quantification, the treatment of

inflections -1i agreements, and at least minimal .... -• ........ of the

sentence Ceneration process. These are considered temporary weaknesses

because in each case we have designed and are currently implementin,-

improvements.

On the positive side we are very pleased with the model's capabilities

for analyzing exceptionally complicated English sentences and obtaining one or

more interpretations consistent with the granuiar and Lhe semantic .&ystcn.

We were excited and pleased to find that after text and questions nave her.

.soaitically analyzed and so represented in a formal stricture, a qucs•,I

answerinF system is essentially identical witEi a ;enerasl problem-o:e'. ie

relative ease with which syntactic and lexical parapilrases can be 'el'orn*,ei

f'r,)r., the deep conceptual structures supports our oelief 'hat he Cho::,n

":-eneration model is unnecessarily complicated in its treat:e:t of" he -

face bctweer. semantic interpretations and syntactic base stý'Qur•n;.

The model's implementation as a LISP 1.5 program leaves insch 'o se

dclred. It is slow and cumbersorV in its operat ion ani sharply lira ted i:.

:-.oraWe capability, having in its final version 11,000 woruj 01 1'r- a
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Yet only in LISP could we have tried so many variations of our original ideas

until we were able to formulate them in terms of consistent workable programs.

So on the one hand the system owes its existence to the facility with which

complex ideas can be expressed in LISP while on the other, since sequential

computers so poorly fit the requirements of large associative networks that

LISP is well-suited to handle, the system is core-bound and painfully slow.

"Slow" means concretely that a typical sentence requires 90 seconds of

compute time to analyze while an equivalent question requiring no great

amount of inference may compute for three to four minutes. When these

compute times are translated to wait-times on the time-shared system,

analyzing and answering a question may take from fifteen to thirty minutes.

Experimenting with such a system is obviously only tolerable to the most

levoted believers in the eventual value of computer language processing.

In consequence a JOVIAL version of Protosynthex III, also for the Q-32
.

time-shared system, has been designed and already partly programmed. So

far the semeantic analysis and generation systems are o-crating. Thb- version

has access to eight million words of disc storage. Its computing time for

sentence analysis is gratifyingly reduced to tenths of seconds and its wait

times on the time-shared system are typically within the turnaround time of

-l: seconds. It is our current estimation that question answering with

relatively short chains of inference will be vastly shortened with respect

to the LISP version.

Detailed design and progra&.mini, by William J. Schoene.
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Conclusions: We believe that the present system, Protosynthex III,

demonstrates beyond question that sophisticated natural languag:e processirn

by computers is a realistic goal and one that has been partly achieved here--

although so far only on a sentence-by-sentence basis. We believe we have

shown that with an appropriate lexicon, syntactic and semantic systems, that

a wade range of English sentences can be translated with relative ease into

formal structures that support logical operations of deduction aid inference.

It is further apparent to us that when a question and an answering text have

been translated into the formal concept structure, question answering fits

into the theorem proving and general problem -, in[ mo~els.

These conclusions mean to us that there is little mys-. ry attac:led to

the problem of language processing by computers--only a ,-reat deal of work.

Before were were able to build Protosynthex III as a deisollstration of t: fir::

F-e .!ral-purpose language processor, dozens of language processors and h••d-red.

of ,:.en-years of research had to be ac o:- .ished throv hou! this anmi oi hor

couxntries. Nany more years are required to move forward from this 'sco:.: Ic

mo._ls t-.hat car. deal with discours;e structures, withP lao-ce bodie-, of

with the subtleties of meaning expressed by mc'aphor, h, '. listis co''c-I,

What can no accomplished today is to cors: rnc' limiioi s.'stc,.s tnn'

`ýýai in a limited manener with limi~ed bodies of tex' e

progranied, require syntactic and semantic informaation in the form 0 of ic-

tionary entrics, recogni'ion and generation Irmmnars, s•emn.tic eventoz

ana properties and rules of inference to define relations. All of 'hese
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matrials must be generated by skilled human users of the language and the

system. For a single article such as this one, thousands of lexical entries

and hundreds of syntactic and semantic rules would have to be produced. In

itself, this linguistic effort would require months for the first article and

years before any significant subset of a language had been so formally

described.

One sich limited system is under construction for application to a

thiree-hour computer-aided instruction lesson and the linguistic effort

required for computer modeling of the lesson has been begun. The outcomes

of this study FSimmons and Silberman, 1967] should teach us much with regard

to the eventual practicality and economic feasibility of language processing.

In the closely related axea of answering questions from data bases such as

census reports or airline guides, the CONVERSE system by Kellogg [1967 a,bj

has led to the similar conclusion that answring English questions from a

data base is an eminently feasible--though possibly expensive--operation

requirinr. significant linguistic effort in defining and formalizing the subset

of English to be used.

We believe that this and other papers have demonstrated that natural

langiage processing by computers is rapidly approaching a developmental phase

in which the application of sign- Lcant amounts of time and money can lead to

e .inently practical results. Significant improvements in automated translation,

data base query systems, information and text retrieval, stylistic and content

analysis can all be expected in the near future providing support is forthcoming
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for these efforts. This support will not only be required for the computer

progrant-ing costs but also in equal or greater measure for the ancillary

linguistic effort to formalize appropriate subsets of natural language.
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